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4. FVS Module 

Overview 
This module, the second in a sequence of four workflow modules managed by the BioSum 
Manager software, connects the FIA forest inventory data imported in Module 1 with the Forest 
Vegetation Simulator (FVS; USDA Forest Service 2007) and its Fire and Fuels Extension (FFE; 
Rebain 2010). These models are developed and maintained by the USDA Forest Service, with 
detailed documentation and model software available at (http:\\www.fs.fed.us\fmsc\fvs\). 
Because of the bridging role played by this BioSum module, terminology shifts here towards 
what is standard in the FVS model; hence, the forested conditions loaded in module 1 (Database) 
become stands from the perspective of FVS simulation. By the completion of this module, the 
FVS simulation will have been applied to every stand (forested condition) loaded in module 1 to 
assess the effects of a series of one or more silvicultural prescriptions scheduled over four 5- or 
10-year cycles. These sequences of silvicultural activities are referenced in this users guide, 
equivalently, as sequences or packages.  
Package effects, that is to say, the outcomes of applying the specified sequence of silvicultural 
activities (which may or may not involve the cutting of trees), can be characterized in terms of 
changes in stand attributes resulting from activity in the first cycle—for example, metrics of 
crown fire potential, stand density, and tree size , and/or flows of materials, costs and value or a 
weighted combination of values of such attributes under treatment vs baseline (often grow-only) 
trajectories at each of up to 8 time points, nominally labeled as Cycle 1 Pre and Post, Cycle 2 Pre 
and Post, and so on. That weighted combination can be designed to represent a mean value over 
time, a total, or to select a particular time point for comparison (by setting the weights for the 
other time points to 0).  Stand attributes are estimated or predicted using both standard outputs 
from and custom-computations generated in FVS and FFE. 
BioSum supplies most of the required input data for FVS, including the standinit (condition-level 
data) and treeinit (tree-level data) tables, via an input database named “FVSin”, which BioSum 
loads into the projectname\fvs\data\variant\ directories. BioSum users can generate FVSin 
databases in either an SQlite or Access format (FVSin.db or FVSin.accdb). Pending continued 
BioSum development, eventually the SQLite format FVSin.db database will completely replace 
the Access version. FVSOnline will accept either database format as valid input. The FVS 
Suppose interface, now replaced by FVSOnline, will only accept the Access format 
(FVSin.accdb). BioSum also creates rudimentary keyword script (KCP) files (that should be 
thought of as templates to start from) containing instructions to direct simulation outputs to the 
appropriate BioSum project database, specify output types, and create a base-year potential fire 
(POTFIRE) report in FVS. A BioSum analyst well-versed in FVS—including its operation, 
internal functioning, and limitations— faces the task of fleshing out these KCP files with 
scripting code (mainly keywords and associated parameters), for executing stand management 
activities at the appropriate times. It can’t be overemphasized that only a very rudimentary 
introduction to operating FVS is provided in this documentation. Analysts not deeply acquainted 
with FVS should consider taking FVS training (which is available via the Forest Management 
Service Center at Ft. Collins) or, at minimum, reading all available FVS documentation and 

http://www.fs.fed.us/fmsc/fvs/
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completing FVS tutorials, which are available on the FVS web site 
(http://www.fs.fed.us/fmsc/fvs/training/).  
After silvicultural sequences have been modeled in FVS, return to this module to extract and 
process data from the FVS output databases. This builds the foundations for running both 
Processor (the next step in the BioSum workflow), which estimates the costs of each silvicultural 
sequence applied to each stand and the volume and value of products that result from 
implementing these treatments, and Treatment Optimizer, which relies on both FVS outputs and 
Processor outputs to select the best management for each stand and estimate the wood produced, 
and associated costs and revenues. 

A Word About, and Hopefully Demystification of, Time 
The astute reader will have noticed that the 4 cycles are referenced above as generating activity 
nominally at years 0, 10, 20 and 30 (when10-year cycles are selected). In BioSum, the four time 
points are referenced this way (or as years 0, 5, 10 and 15 for 5-year cycles). However, the actual 
years at which management occurs, and that are reported out of FVS and loaded into BioSum, 
depend entirely on the parameters supplied when running FVS, and assignments made of FVS 
output to BioSum Pre- and Post- cycle “time-points” when FVS Output is loaded back into a 
BioSum project. This architecture is maximally flexible for the analyst, but may be more than a 
little confusing when first learning BioSum.  
Some questions focus on the immediate accomplishments of management, so call for structuring 
the timing of simulations and the loading of FVS Output into BioSum so that there are pre- and 
post-treatment values available in BioSum’ Treatment Optimizer for evaluating treatment 
effectiveness, for a particular cycle or for all cycles. For example, FVS could be directed to treat 
in year 1, 11, 21 and 31, and report pre-treatment stand metrics (to be used in evaluating 
effectiveness) for these years and post-treatment metrics for years 2, 12, 22, and 32. A Treatment 
Optimizer scenario could explore treatment accomplishment for any one cycle (say year 2 vs 
year 1 for cycle 1) or for a weighted combination of post-treatment years vs a weighted 
combination of the same years for a grow-only sequence.  
Other questions may be best addressed by comparing a weighted combination (e.g., average or 
total) of stand attributes over the course of several decades for one silvicultural sequence against 
another, or against a grow-only sequence, and having FVS output representing pre- vs post-
treatment time points may be less important. For example, one might arrange FVS simulations to 
implement treatment at year 1, and report stand metrics at years 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37 and 
42, each year illustrating presumably declining treatment effect, running treatment optimization 
that compares an equal weighted average across all 8 of these time points for each silvicultural 
sequence against a similarly weighted average for a grow-only sequence. Alternatively, one 
could weight the average so that the gain over grow-only at year 42 is the sole basis of 
effectiveness characterization. 
The take-home point lesson: while in BioSum’s FVS module we may speak of years 0, 10, 20 
and 30 to represent the 4 cycles accounted for in the modeling system, in the FVS output 
databases, these may correspond to very different years, depending on the purpose and structure 
of the analysis. 
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Module Components 
This module includes six component tasks, all of which should be completed before proceeding 
with the next module: (1) Plot FVS Variants—review FVS variant and location code 
assignments for each plot, filling in values for plots not yet assigned variants, via an audit that 
draws from a reference database table, (2) Rx—define or edit each silvicultural prescription 
(treatment) that may be applied as part of one or more silvicultural sequences, (3) Rx Package—
define or edit each package of treatments (a.k.a. silvicultural sequence) to be applied over up to 
four BioSum cycles, (4) Tree Species—inspect, audit, edit and assign FVS trees species codes to 
FIA trees for all species present in the project, (5) FVS Input Data (FVSin)—create both the 
input database (containing stand and tree lists) that will be used during FVS processing and the 
template “stub” versions of KCP (keyword control program) files that will, when fleshed out by 
the analyst, control FVS operations, and finally (6) FVS Output Data (FVSOut)— retrieve FVS 
tabular output and cut list tables into BioSum project databases, to feed subsequent Processor 
and Treatment Optimizers operations.  
 

Plot FVS Variant 
FVS simulations rely on equations and computation code that differ among geographic areas, 
known as “variants” in FVS parlance (Figure 4.1).  

            
Figure 4.1 – FVS variant map. Source: USDA Forest Service. 2007 
 

In general, the equations, such as those that predict diameter and height growth, were developed 
using growth data from trees within a variant and “location code”, a finer-scale geographic unit. 
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Surface fuel model assignment, site class calculation, mortality estimation, crown ratio and 
crown width parameters, and fuel moisture content assumptions are a few of the many other 
items that may differ among variants and location codes. It is very important that each plot, and 
the stands (conditions) that it contains be assigned to the variant and location code in which it 
geographically resides. The fiadb_fvs_variant table in the ref_master database contains the 
correct variant assignments and location codes (typically a concatenation of NFS Region and 
Forest numbers) for all plots in the FIA database in the states of CA, OR, WA, ID, MT and UT, 
which makes it easy to auto-assign the right values.   

1. To assign the appropriate variant and location code to plot records or to review the 
current assignments, select <Plot FVS Variants>. 

2. The Plot FVS Variants window will appear, with a list of plots and their existing 
fvs_variant and fvsloccode assignment in sienna-brown, editable columns. This table can 
be browsed, sorted (indexed) or filtered, via functions available from the right click menu 
when right clicking while the cursor is placed in the desired column.  For example, one 
could specify a particular value to filter on in the county column (Filter by Entered 
Value) to list all plots in that county, or “filter by entered value” the fvs_variant column 
(leaving the entered value blank) to list all plots that lack a variant assignment. However, 
it is easier to find cases of plots that lack a variant assignment by running an “audit” on 
the plot. The prudent analyst will run audits whenever they are offered in the BioSum 
workflow to identify potential issues that, if ignored, could corrupt or invalidate the 
BioSum analysis. 
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Figure 4.2 – Plot FVS Variants window containing a list of plots and existing FVS 
variant and location code assignments.  
 

3. To run an audit, select the button labeled <Check For Plots Without Variant Codes>, 
which initiates a script that identifies plots without a variant assignment. A message box 
will indicate whether the audit passed or failed, and if it failed, those plots without variant 
assignments will appear in the table in the upper half of this task window, provided they 
exist in the fiafb_fvs_variant table in the database 
C:\Users\username\AppData\Roaming\FIABiosum\biosum_ref.accdb.   

4. Select the records to be updated using the <Check All> button, or manually toggle the 
checkbox for individual plot records.  After records are selected, update the plot table 
using the <Update Plot Records With FIADB FVS Variant Table> button to 
automatically make variant and location code assignments based on the values in the 
fiadb_fvs_variant table in the ref_master database. Inspect and sort the fvs_variant 
column of the Plot Table to make sure that fvs variants have been assigned for all plots. 
To confirm that all plots have been assigned a variant, the audit can be re-run by selecting 
<Check For Plots Without Variant Codes>. 
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5. If plots exist outside the states for which the fiadb_fvs_variant table contains variant 
assignments, it will be necessary to manually assign values to replace NULL values.  It 
may be helpful to consult the FVS website (http:\\www.fs.fed.us\fmsc\fvs\) for 
information on assigning an appropriate variant code. When location code is omitted, 
FVS will revert to the default location code for the variant, which may or may not result 
in valid projections for those stands. 

6. Click <Save>, then <Close> to save the FVS variant assignments and exit the task 
window.   

 

Rx (Prescriptions) 
The next step is to define and label the silvicultural prescriptions (treatments) to be simulated in 
FVS. We refer to treatments as “Rx” throughout this guide. Treatments ultimately consist of a 
file of keywords and parameters provided to FVS to guide what happens at a particular time. For 
example, one might define treatment 200 as “thin across diameter classes (a constant harvest 
proportion applied to all diameter classes) to a residual density of 85 sq. ft basal area per acre, 
while cutting no trees larger than 36” in diameter, using mechanized whole tree harvest on gentle 
slopes and cable manual logging on steep slopes”. The harvest systems are not specified in the 
KCP file, but the implications of their use are, for example, via “yardloss” keyword statements 
indicating the quantity of wood residues left behind. To model a different residual density or 
upper diameter limit, you would create additional prescriptions (e.g., 201 with residual basal 
area=100, upper dimeter limit 36”, etc.). Sometimes two treatments will be identical except that 
one uses whole tree harvest systems and captures all or most forest residues for utilization while 
the other relies on a log length system that brings only merchantable logs to the landing, leaving 
residues in the forest, possibly to be treated later at additional expense. Treatments may also 
include activities that take place in the stand that are not harvest per se, for example, piling and 
burning or masticating harvest residues; however, these are usually specified as supplemental (to 
tree harvest) activities that incur additional harvest costs specified by the user.  Once treatments 
are defined, they can be assigned to one or more prescription packages, which are simply 
sequences of either the same or different silvicultural prescriptions, implemented over 4 cycles. 
Note that some cycles in a package may have Rxs that are essentially “grow-only” and harvest 
no trees. By convention, it can be useful to define Rx 999 as grow-only, for repeated use in a 
grow-only silvicultural sequence.  

http://www.fs.fed.us/fmsc/fvs/
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Prescription definition workflow is as follows: 

1. Define silvicultural treatments to be applied in FVS by clicking <Rx> to 
load the Rx task window. 

2. For each treatment to be added to the project: 
a. Select <New> to open the Treatments window, which will display 

four tabs: Treatment, Harvest Method, Harvest Costs, and 
Associated FVS Command(s), which we explain below.  

b. Treatment: After selecting the treatment tab, choose a category, 
sub-category, and ID number. Each treatment must be assigned a 
value between 001 and 999. Treatment ids 001 to 699 represent 
pre-defined treatment categories, and treatment ids 700 to 999 can 
be used to label any custom-defined treatment. However, 
compliance with these conventions is strictly optional—any prescription number 
can be assigned to any prescription. After choosing an Rx number for the new Rx, 
enter a brief description of that treatment. These descriptions usually prove to be 
far more important than compliance with pre-defined treatment categories. Later 
in the BioSum workflow, these descriptions may be essential to help recall what 
the Rx was intended to accomplish.  Apply your edits by clicking <Select>. 
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Figure 4.3 – Treatment tab of the FVS:Treatment window. Treatment category, sub-category, 
ID #, and description are assigned at this stage. 

 

c. Harvest Method: Choose the Harvest Method tab. Select a harvest method for 
low slopes and a harvest method for steep slopes.  The percent slope threshold 
above which slope is categorized as steep will be specified later in the Processor 
module of BioSum (chapter 5). Once a harvest method is selected, a brief 
description of the method will appear in the Description text box. Refer to 
Appendix A for a list and description of harvesting methods available for 
selection.  
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Figure 4.4 – Harvest Method tab of the FVS:Treatment window.  Select harvest methods for 
low and steep slopes. 

 

d. Harvest Costs:  Add any additional harvest cost components – i.e., those that are 
not accounted for by the OpCost model, such as the cost for conducting 
prescribed fire or pile and burn operations.  The actual costs (in dollars per acre) 
of these components will need to be assigned during the Processor phase of 
BioSum (Chapter 5). To define a cost component, select <New> and enter the 
name for the cost component and a brief description in the window that pops-up 
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Figure 4.5 – Harvest Cost tab of the FVS: Treatment window.  Add any additional harvest cost 
components associated with this treatment. 
 

e. When all desired information has been entered (treatment and harvest method are 
required; Harvest Costs is optional), select <OK> in the upper left corner to 
return to the Treatment List. Your treatment will not be saved in the project until 
clicking <Save> at the bottom of the treatment list. 

3. To make changes to a treatment already displayed in the treatment list, select it (it will 
show as highlighted) and then click <Edit>.  

4. When finished creating or editing treatments, click <Save>, then <Close>, to exit the 
Treatments window.   

Note that one can add new prescriptions (and silvicultural sequences) to a project at any time; it 
is not uncommon to think of new prescriptions to try after seeing how those that were first 
modeled play out. You would simply come back to this module, define the new prescriptions and 
sequences, run them through FVS and load the FVS output from those sequences back into 
BioSum and proceed to Processor to process them. 

What is a Silvicultural Sequence (a.k.a. RxPackage)? 
Given that FVS is a very customizable model, there are more ways to design and conceptualize a 
simulation than can possibly be described in this Users Guide. Some thought must be given to 
what the meaning an analyst intends as by a silvicultural sequence, management alternative, 
prescription package, or whatever they choose to call a sequence of potential activities over time. 
BioSum expects to see FVS output that represents stand attributes of interest to the analyst at 8 
time points—for example, pre and post management activity at each of 4 cycles of management 
opportunity (whether or not management activity actually occurred at those times). Thus 
sequence 001 could be defined as implementing Rx 250 at each of 4 cycles (Repeat Every 
Cycle); however, Rx 250 might be defined in the KCP file to actually cut trees only when a 
minimum basal area is exceeded, for example, in which case trees might be cut at only some, one 
or none of those cycles (Repeat Every Cycle Contingent). Or, sequence 001 could be defined as 
implementing Rx 250 at cycle 1 and not in the other cycles, sequence 002 could be defined as 
implementing Rx 250 only at cycle 2, etc. (Specific Cycle). Alternatively, sequence 001 could be 
defined as implementing Rx 250 at cycle 1 or any cycle at which some stand attribute threshold 
is reached, then implementing a different, “tune-up” treatment Rx 300 (perhaps one that cut no 
trees but implemented a prescribed fire to clear out ladder fuels arising from regeneration) 1 or 2 
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cycles after implementing Rx 250 (Mixed Rx Contingent). What a silvicultural sequence means 
then, and how results can be interpreted, are very much interdependent. For example, when 
comparing the effectiveness among treatments at cycle 1, a Specific Cycle “sequence” not timed 
to occur at Cycle 1 may never be effective (if effectiveness is judged at cycle 1), while a Repeat 
Every Cycle Contingent sequence may be effective in stands where actual treatment was 
triggered at cycle 1 and not for other stands where no actual treatment occurred at cycle 1. 

There is no one right answer to the question posed in the title of this section—different choices 
make sense for different purposes. However, analysts are advised to carefully consider and 
document the intention and definition of every sequence modeled and to keep these in mind 
when interpreting BioSum outputs later on. 
 

Silvicultural Sequence (Rx Package) 
A silvicultural sequence (or Rx [prescription] package) is a series of treatments or management 
activities applied to a stand either at one time or over multiple times during the four, 5- or 10-
year cycles of a BioSum analysis.  In the Treatment Optimizer module, these silvicultural 
sequences can be evaluated and compared to one another and/or to a grow-only (no treatment) 
silvicultural sequence, depending on analysis objectives. An Rx package consists of a sequence 
of one or more of the Rxs already defined, with the possibility that some cycles will have no Rx 
assigned or will assign a prescription that is defined as grow only (these have the same net effect, 
but result in different labeling of the project databases). 

1. Assemble a sequence of silvicultural prescriptions to be applied in FVS by clicking <Rx 
Package> to load the Treatment Packages task window. 

2. To create a new package: 
a. Select <New> to open the Treatment Package Item window, which has two tabs: 

Package and Harvest Costs. 
b. Package:  To create a new package: 

i. Select an available package ID number from the <Package ID> drop-
down list. It is usually easiest to start at 001, and increment from there as 
new Rx packages are defined. 

ii. Write a brief description of the package in the text box next to 
<Description>.  

iii. Next, specify whether your Rx package will utilize 5- or 10-year cycles by 
selecting the radio button next to the cycle length of choice in the <FVS 
Cycle Length> box.  (Note: all packages within a BioSum project must 
have the same cycle length to generate valid results) 

iv. To add a treatment to a cycle year, select the year: 00, 10, 20, or 30, and 
click <Edit>.  
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v. Uncheck the box next to <Skip Treatment> (by default, each cycle will 
be populated with a “skip treatment” via the check box, which will assign 
a null Rx coded as 000).   

vi. Assign a prescription from the dropdown list next to <Rx ID>. You will 
see a list of prescription ids that have been defined for this project in a 
dropdown list; select one to assign. If a grow-only prescription was 
formally designated earlier as 999, that choice will be available here also. 

vii. Select <OK> to add the treatment to the package. The selected treatment 
ID will appear next to the desired year along with its description. 

viii. To add another treatment to the package, return to step iv.  If no treatment 
is to be administered in a cycle year, no action is necessary; BioSum will 
assume no treatment as indicated by the “skip treatment” box being 
checked. However, it is equally valid, and perhaps preferred, to assign a 
grow-only (e.g., Rx 999) if treatment is not planned, and doing so may 
help avoid confusion over whether a treatment was inadvertently omitted 
when the sequence was defined (causing a 000 skipped treatment code 
[that appears as null in the BioSum interface] that will persist in all 
databases and kcp files associated with the package). One very important 
point to emphasize is that BioSum pays very close attention to these 
codes and assumes that a skipped treatment means just that. It is not 
adequate to enter a Rx for cycle 1 and leave skipped treatment checked for 
the other cycles. Even if the FVS kcp file is structured as Repeat Every 
Cycle Contingent (as described above), and FVS generates a cut list in 
cycle 3 (because the contingency is met), BioSum will not read that cut list 
data from the FVS output if the Rx coded for cycle 3 is 000 (skipped 
treatment). If using contingent treatment specifications that may or may 
not actually harvest trees in a given cycle, it is essential that they be 
specified for every cycle in which FVS may generate a cut list if the 
contingency is met. 
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Figure 4.7 – Package tab of the FVS: Treatment Package window. Define a package as a 
sequence of previously defined Rxs. 

  

c. Harvest Costs:  This window contains a list of harvest cost components (not the 
actual per acre costs, just the names of the components and the cycles in which 
they apply), assigned during Rx creation, for each prescription in the package.  
These items are read-only since they are associated with the treatment, not the 
package.  Remember, the cost per acre values will be specified at a later stage in 
the analysis.  
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Figure 4.8 – Harvest Costs tab of the FVS: Treatment Package window.  View a list of harvest 
cost components associated with Rxs in this package. 

 

d. Click <OK> to close the Treatment Package Item window. Note: the changes are 
not yet saved (see next step). 

3. Repeat step 2 for each package you wish to create.  When finished, click <Save> then 
<Close> to exit. 

4. To make changes to a treatment package you have already created, simply select the 
package from the Treatment Package List table and click <Edit>.  Select <Delete> to 
delete a package from your project. Remember that no changes, including deletions, are 
saved as final until clicking <Save> at the bottom of the Treatment Package List. 

5. To display full documentation of prescriptions and packages in the project, (warning: this 
can take several minutes to complete) click <Properties> from the Treatment Packages 
window to open an html file in your default browser. The page will open in your browser 
and display details for every treatment assembled for this project database.  Clicking the 
hyperlink <Printer Friendly> in the upper left hand corner will display a printable 
version of the summary table.  

6. Click <Close> to exit the Treatment Packages window. 

 

Tree Species  
FVS predictions are customized to both geography and tree species, via allometric, regional and 
tree species specific equations for tree growth, mortality, and volume. These equations are 
embedded in the FVS framework and result in a geographic variant of FVS. Therefore, each tree 
in a BioSum analysis must be assigned an FVS tree species code. The FIA database, however, 
has a greater number of tree species than are specifically simulated in FVS. The tree_species 
table in the project’s ref_master database contains FVS species code assignments for many FVS 
variant and FIA species combinations. If you have a tree species in your data that is not 
recognized by the FVS variant used for prediction, the tree_species reference table may be 
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customized to “map” that species to one that FVS does recognize for that variant. This step in the 
FVS module offers an opportunity to ensure all trees in your study area are assigned an 
appropriate FVS species code. Trees that have not been assigned a FVS species code valid for 
the variant in which they are modeled can lead to unpredictable results, including invalid 
predictions of growth and biomass and volume that “disappear” from the analysis. 

1. Open the Tree Species window by selecting <Tree Species> from the side menu.  
2. The Tree Species window will appear, with the tree_species reference table visible at the 

bottom. This table can be browsed, sorted, or filtered to, for example, find specific tree 
and variant combinations, or reference oven dry weight and dry to green values for 
specific tree species. To sort or filter, right click in a cell under the desired column type 
and select the desired type of filtering. 

3. To ensure every FIA tree species and FVS variant combination in your project has an 
assigned FVS species code, select <Run Audit> from the Tree Species window.  

 
Figure 4.9 – Tree Species window.  Run an audit to check for records without an FVS species 
code assignment. 
 

4. A list of species\variant combinations without an assigned FVS species code will appear 
in the Audit Results table in the upper half of the window, and a pop-up window will 
appear with audit details. If there are no missing values in your project database, a pop-
up window will appear stating that the audit has passed.   If your project contains tree 
species that do not have a corresponding FVS species code in the Tree Species table, an 
error message will be displayed to alert you that the audit failed (Figure 4.10).  
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Figure 4.10 – Tree Species audit window. Audit will fail if a variant\species code 
combination is not found in the tree_species table.  

 
5. To add the records with null values (missing or invalid FIA/FVS species code 

combinations) to the tree species table, select the check boxes next to each record, or 
use the  <Check All> button to add all records with null values, and then click <Add 
Checked Items To Tree Species Table>. To clear any selected records in the Audit 
Results table click <Clear All>. 

6. Once records are in the tree_species table, a record can be edited by clicking the <Edit> 
button to open the Procesor Tree Species Edit window to edit the FVS variant, FIA tree 
species code, common name, oven dry weight, and other descriptors associated with the 
selected entry.  

7. Save edits to the tree_species table by clicking on the <Save> button.  Changes to the 
table will not be updated until saved.  

8. If duplicate tree species\variant combinations are found within the table, a warning will 
appear when changes are saved (Figure 4.11). Close the warning window using the 
<OK> button, select one of the duplicate records in the table, and click <Delete>. Be 
sure to <Save> your update. 
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Figure 4.11 – If BioSum identified duplicate FIA species/FVS variant combinations, it will 
not allow the tree_species table to be saved.  Duplicate records must be deleted before 
continuing. 

 

 

FVS Input Data 
The next task is to create the files necessary for FVS growth projection: tree and stand data that 
serve as simulation input. While there are several pre-processing tools that can be used to create 
the input files needed to run a simulation in FVS, it is essential that when using BioSum, these 
files be created following BioSum’s FVS Input Data workflow to ensure linkage between FIA 
data and FVS simulation output.   

As noted in Step 24 of the Database chapter of this user guide, all choices about what data will 
be available to be passed to FVS, including calibration, down wood, and seedling data must be 
made at the time plot data is imported into a BioSum project. Otherwise, these data cannot be 
included in the Microsoft Access based FVS input files (i.e., FVSin.accdb) created by BioSum. 

To create FVS input files:  

1. Open the Create FVS Input window by clicking <FVS Input Data> button from the 
side menu.  

2. The top section of the interactive window summarizes the BioSum project up to this 
point, showing a list of variant/Rx package combinations currently loaded into the 
project. Two interactive hyperlink buttons (Treatments and Packages) can be used to 
jump back to previously completed steps, if needed. To revisit these steps, simply 
click the corresponding button. 
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Figure 4.12 – Create FVS Input window.  

3. FVSIn Options tab: The controls in this dialog affect what data is brought into the 
FVS input database files, which can significantly affect FVS simulation results. It is up 
to the analyst to understand how to tell FVS whether and how to use the information 
that ends up in this database. FVSIn options should be selected as needed at this point 
before proceeding further with the generation of FVSIn files. 
 
For example, you can choose to rely on the surface fuel model recorded by FIA field 
crews (for the years it is available—2013 and later) or the calculated down wood 
biomass—both can be propagated to the FVSIn file, but the analyst will need to tell 
FVS which to use as the basis for representing surface fuels (relied on heavily to 
calculate the estimates in the POTFIRE and CARBON tables, for example).  
 
Down wood data can be filtered by transect length—for example, if a forested 
condition occurs on only one subplot, and on only a part of that subplot, the coarse 
wood transect length could be as short as 5 feet or less—a VERY small sample on 
which to base surface fuel biomass estimates, so the analyst might choose to set a 
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higher threshold and pass coarse wood data to FVS only for conditions (stands) where 
the transect length on which down wood was sampled, exceeds that threshold. It’s 
advisable to consult the field guides for each year of data you are interested in using, 
and/or the down wood tables, and/or an FIA analyst, for assistance in making these 
choices. The number, orientation and length of down wood transects has changed 
repeatedly over the past two decades. 
 
Early in the annual inventory, confusion about duff and litter protocols (some due to 
the use of tenths of inches as a unit) leaves many analysts with little confidence that 
they are consistently and correctly recorded. These filtering checkboxes provide the 
option to load duff and litter data (for example to represent fuels or forest floor carbon) 
except for certain years (in which case FVS will assign what it “thinks” is a viable 
default for stand data collected in those years). 
 
Checking the “Use GRM calibration data if available” propagates the GRM data 
loaded into the BioSum project into the FVSIn database for use in FVS projections. It 
is up to the analyst to know (or learn) how to tell FVS to use this data to adjust its 
uncalibrated projections. 
 
Finally, checking the “Include seedlings” box will populate the FVS input database 
files with seedling records from the inventory data. Seedlings (and saplings) are 
sampled on a plot size that is less than a tenth the size used for trees over 5 inches in 
diameter. While this may be adequate for characterizing densities of the smallest trees 
over a large landscape, it is arguably less so for representing them at stand level – the 
most granular scale on which BioSum evaluates management outcomes. It is fine to 
include them, but important to realize that they can generate apparently anomalous 
results—for example, 7 seedlings observed on the 6.8 foot radius microplot on one 
subplot for a condition that occupies only a quarter of the full plot will translate to a 
total of 2100 trees per acre (7 X 75)/(0.25). If many of these are modeled by FVS to 
survive and grown, this could translate to quite a high density of ladder fuels within a 
decade or two, so the analysis would depend very much on the accuracy with which 
FVS can do this. However, choosing not to include the seedling data may 
underestimate ladder fuel density (and the fire effects that would result) and also 
understate competition effects on growth, especially over longer simulations (e.g., >20 
years). 
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Figure 4.12.1 – The FVSIn options dialog for controlling how and whether field observations of 
down wood, surface fuel model, seedlings and measurements from previous visits (GRM data) 
are loaded to the FVSIn database for use by FVS. 

4. Click on the Main Menu tab to return to the Rx package selections. Click <Check 
All> (in the lower left corner) to select all variant/Rx package combinations or select 
the desired packages by clicking on the check box next to each variant/package 
combination. Stands (FIA conditions) that do not belong to one of the selected 
combinations will not be included in the FVS input files that BioSum generates. 

5. Click the “Selected Group” dropdown menu and select the ALL_FIA_CONDITIONS 
option. 

6. Click on the file button under “Path to the FIA Datamart input SQLite database” and 
navigate to the location of the state specific FIADB SQLite (.DB) database that was 
used to load FIA plots to the project under the already-completed Database module 
workflow. Click the <Create FVS Input Database File> button to initiate the input 
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database file creation process. When the process is completed, the columns next to 
each variant/Rx package will populate. 
a. If FVS input databases already exist in a project, they can be either overwritten 

(replaced) or appended to. We recommend overwriting the files, unless the area of 
interest includes multiple states, in which case follow the directions below to 
append. 

b. For a multi-state project, step 6 must be repeated for each state. Starting with the 
2nd state, use the append option (see example of dialog box below for choosing 
between the append [yes] and overwrite [no] options). Appending a state to an 
FVSIn will increase the record counts for Stands and Trees; if these don’t change, 
that may be a sign of a problem. 
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FVS  
The 2nd module in the BioSum workflow facilitates simulation of silvicultural sequences with the 
Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS), accounting for growth and silvicultural management. These 
instructions assume that the user is running the FVS growth model through the FVSOnline 
interface. All documentation and the most recent version of FVSOnline can be found on the FVS 
website (http://www.fs.fed.us/fmsc/fvs/software/complete.php). 
 
Some caveats demand consideration before beginning the FVS workflow. FVS is a complex and 
highly customizable application that will generate much more realistic predictions when operated 
by an experienced user.  Model performance can be greatly improved by customizing settings to 
more closely reflect inventoried stand conditions rather than relying on defaults.  A detailed 
outline of how to calibrate FVS projections using increment data is included in Appendix B of 
this user guide. For more information on modifying model performance by establishing baseline 
trends refer to Vandendriesche (2010).  
 
In addition to calibration, users may want to account for regeneration in FVS growth projections 
if it is important to obtain accurate estimates of, for example, ladder fuels and the sustainability 
of stand structure as stands respond to treatments that open the forest canopy. Currently, the only 
areas for which FVS provides a “full” establishment model are eastern Montana, central and 
northern Idaho, and coastal Alaska. The remaining states are equipped with only a “partial” 
establishment model, meaning that only regeneration from assumed planting or stump sprouting 
is included in the growth projections (Vanendriesche 2009).  For these areas, an understory 
estimation procedure has been developed to import seedling/sapling recruitment 
(Vandendriesche 2009).  See Appendix C for an overview of how to include regeneration in FVS 
growth projections using this method.  

Potential Fire (POTFIRE) Base Year Values 
The potential fire report is an optional, but important output of the Fire and Fuels Extension 
(FFE) of FVS, especially in the context of evaluating fuel treatment effectiveness.  The report 
contains information about the potential impact of fires under extreme and moderate fire 
conditions (as defined by the user). It can be useful in assessing how management would affect 
stand and fuel conditions if a fire occurred. Stand attributes predicted via request for a POTFIRE 
report are generated after any harvest or salvage operations scheduled for each year, but before 
any prescribed fires (Rebain 2010). If a harvest is scheduled for the first year in a simulation, the 
simulation output for year 1 in the POTFIRE table would contain estimates of post-treatment 
attributes, not a pre-treatment baseline as is the case for most other FVS output tables such as 
SUMMARY and STRCLASS. Because it is often desirable to assess fuel and potential fire 
effects attributes before and after treatment (for example, to evaluate a treatment’s effectiveness), 
BioSum provides a workflow for generating a base year POTFIRE table and facilitates 

http://www.fs.fed.us/fmsc/fvs/software/complete.php
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prepending these values to the FVS output PREPOST_FVS_POTFIRE database (that lives in 
projectname\fvs\db), if desired. The use of these values is specified in Step 1 of the FVS Join 
and Append process described later in this chapter. Note that there are other tables (such as 
CARBON and HARVESTED_CARBON) that match the POTFIRE structure in terms of 
reporting only post-treatment values, for which a BASEYR approach may also be needed. As of 
version 5.9, this option has not yet been implemented for tables other than POTFIRE, but 
implementation is planned. 
 
Getting the PRE and POST values of stand attributes assigned correctly is important because the 
Treatment Optimizer module supports comparing pre- and post-treatment attribute values as a 
basis for evaluating management effectiveness.  If POTFIRE values are to be relied upon to 
evaluate effectiveness, it is highly recommended that the following procedure be implemented; 
otherwise attribute values may not reflect the change in fuel conditions achieved by 
management.  
 
The process of generating a base year POTFIRE database is outlined in the Simulating 
silvicultural sequences (Rx Packages) in FVSOnline section. The second step, prepending the 
resulting table to the PREPOST_FVS_POTFIRE database for every silvicultural sequence 
modeled is described in the FVS Output Data section.   

Strategies for Specifying FVS Cycles and Intervals  
The analyst running BioSum is responsible for understanding how both FVS and BioSum 
“understand” simulation cycles. The BioSum side of this is fairly straightforward in that the 
program supports 5 and 10 year cycles (which can also be thought of as projection periods, or 
intervals), though only one BioSum cycle length should be selected for a project. For simplicity, 
BioSum’s developers have always instructed FVS, via the KCP file, to start all stands at a 
nominal year 1, regardless of the year in which the data was collected; any other choice is likely 
to result in profound complexity and analyst confusion. This is accomplished with the INVYR 1 
code as follows (with the “1” in column 20): 
 
!!**************************************************** 
!!**Number Of Cycles and Years Between Cycles 
!!**************************************************** 
 
InvYear            1  
 
From the BioSum perspective, choosing 5 year cycles provides an opportunity for treatment to 
occur (depending on how the KCP file is coded) at any or all of year 1, 6, 11 and 16; choosing 10 
year cycles provides for treatment implementation at years 1, 11, 21 and 31. As currently 
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programmed, BioSum will by default adjust the time interval keyword in each of the package-
specific template .kcp files to reflect this user specification. A 10-year cycle length will produce 
a .kcp file with the following keyword parameters: 
 

TIMEINT                0         10         # all projection cycles have a length of 10 years 
NUMCYCLE           4                      # 4 cycles to be projected 
 

A 5 year cycle length will produce a keyword snippet with a different interval length parameter 
(5 vs. 10): 
 

TIMEINT                0          5         # all projection cycles have a length of 5 years 
NUMCYCLE           4                     # 4 cycles to be projected 

 

FVS projections based on either of the above cycle parameters result in FVS output rows for the 
beginning of each cycle.  In the case of 10 year cycles, predictions are made for year 0, 10, 20, 
and 30.  However, this default is not very useful when interested in obtaining FVS calculations 
of stand attributes for the year directly after a treatment in addition to stand estimates for the 
years of treatment. An analysis that only treats at the first cycle would need a pre and post value 
for cycle 1, along with some value at cycles 2, 3 and 4, because BioSum expects to have FVS 
output for up to 8 time points; however, note that some time points can be “re-used” if those out-
year cycles aren’t going to be used for any pre vs post comparison—for example, in this case, 
one could model year 0, 1, 10, 20, and 30, with pre values at year 0, and post values at year 1, 10, 
20 and 30. If implementing management (even potentially) at every cycle, for 10 year cycles this 
could mean directing FVS to report outputs for pre-treatment at years 0, 10, 20 and 30 and post-
treatment at years 1, 11, 21, and 31. Such changes must be made via edits to the KCP and are the 
responsibility of the analyst.  

The POTFIRE and related tables add a significant wrinkle in that the reported values for any 
given year in those tables are calculated for after any harvest has occurred and before any surface 
fuel treatment (e.g., via pile and burn or prescribed fire) has taken place. Accounting for this 
requires additional adjustment. Please note that these adjustments are only necessary if 
variables from the POTFIRE table are required.  If FFE outputs are not integral to analysis, 
modifying the KCP to reflect the intervals above will work, e.g., for the treat only at cycle 1 case 
to generate outputs at years 0, 1, 10, 20 and 30, via: 

InvYear            0  
TIMEINT                1          1         # cycle 1 to have a length of 1 year 
TIMEINT                2          9         # cycle 2 to have a length of 9 years 
TIMEINT                3          10        # cycle 3 to have a length of 10 year 
TIMEINT                4          10        # cycle 4 to have a length of 10 years 

NUMCYCLE           4                     #4 cycles to be projected 
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To make cycle adjustments for use with FFE, delete the default TIMEINT and NUMCYCLE 
keyword lines from each package-specific .kcp file and replace them with the following 
keywords and keyword parameters.  

InvYear            1  

TIMEINT                1          1         # cycle 1 to have a length of 1 year 
 TIMEINT                2          8         # cycle 2 to have a length of 8 years 
 TIMEINT                3          1         # cycle 3 to have a length of 1 year 
 TIMEINT                4          1         # cycle 4 to have a length of 1 years 
 TIMEINT                5          8         # cycle 5 to have a length of 8 year 
 TIMEINT                6          1         # cycle 6 to have a length of 1 years 
 TIMEINT                7          1         # cycle 7 to have a length of 1 year 
 TIMEINT                8          8         # cycle 8 to have a length of 8 years 
 TIMEINT                9          1         # cycle 9 to have a length of 1 year 
 TIMEINT               10         1         # cycle 10 to have a length of 1 years 
 TIMEINT               11         9         # cycle 11 can have a length of 1-9 years 
NUMCYCLE           11                     #11 cycles to be projected 

To obtain a similar output for 5 year cycles (stand statistics for year 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 
16, 17), the following keyword parameters are required.  

InvYear            1  
TIMEINT                1          1         # cycle 1 to have a length of 1 year 
TIMEINT                2          3         # cycle 2 to have a length of 3 years 
TIMEINT                3          1         # cycle 3 to have a length of 1 year 
TIMEINT                4          1         # cycle 4 to have a length of 1 years 
TIMEINT                5          3         # cycle 5 to have a length of 3 year 
TIMEINT                6          1         # cycle 6 to have a length of 1 years 
TIMEINT                7          1         # cycle 7 to have a length of 1 year 
TIMEINT                8          3         # cycle 8 to have a length of 3 years 
TIMEINT                9          1         # cycle 5 to have a length of 1 year 
TIMEINT               10         1         # cycle 6 to have a length of 1 years 
TIMEINT               11         3         # cycle 11 can have a length of 1-3 years 
 
NUMCYCLE           11                     #11 cycles to be projected 

 
For the remainder of this document, this post-year cycle pattern will be referred to as a modified 
cycle sequence.  In many cases, this will be the preferred method of cycle delineation because it 
allows stand characteristics and FFE variables to be assessed within BioSum one year after 
treatment, rather than 5 or 10.  
 
Note: when using a modified cycle sequence, treatments should be administered in FVS cycle 1, 
4, 7, and/or 10. The POTFIRE BASEYR table mentioned earlier in this chapter already 
calculated stand conditions prior to the cycle 1 treatment. In this modified cycle sequence, 
pretreatment conditions for cycle 4 are calculated in cycle 3, pretreatment conditions for cycle 7 
are calculated in cycle 6, and pretreatment conditions for cycle 10 are calculated in cycle 9. Post-
treatment years are represented by cycles 2, 5, 8, and 11. 
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Simulating silvicultural sequences (Rx Packages) in FVSOnline 
After FVS variants have been assigned, prescriptions and sequences defined, tree species 
mapping confirmed, FVS Input Data created, FVS calibration/regeneration considered, and 
POTFIRE base year values generated (if applicable), it is finally time to run the FVS growth 
projections for each silvicultural sequence and each variant in a project. Each combination of 
silvicultural sequence (aka Rx package) and variant, is referred to as a “run” in FVS 
terminology. This section describes major steps and best-practices associated with FVSOnline 
that are relevant to BioSum users. It is not an exhaustive guide to the FVSOnline interface for 
parameterizing and producing FVS outputs. 
 
Loading Data 
Once an FVSOnline project has been created, use the heading tabs to navigate to Manage Project 
< Import input data < Upload inventory database. Click the browse button to navigate to the 
location of your BioSum generated FVS input file (project/fvs/variant/FVSin.db) then click the 
“Install uploaded database” button. If your project includes multiple variants, additional variant 
specific FVSin files can be loaded into the project one at a time. To do so, navigate to the 
location of the next FVSin file using the browse button, and this time click the “Add new 
database to existing database” button instead. Continue this process for any additional variant 
specific FVSin files. You can always check what data is loaded into FVS at any time by 
consulting the View and edit existing tables tab.  
 

 
Figure 4.22 - The FVSOnline interface used to load (import) FVS input databases generated from 
BioSum 
 
Crafting and Simulating FVS Runs (Variant-Specific Rx Packages) 
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To generate FVS outputs that can be loaded into and used by a BioSum project, FVS runs must 
be crafted and simulated for each variant/Rx package combination, to match the Rx packages 
defined in your BioSum project. This process is completed in the “Simulate” tab of FVSOnline.  

 
Figure 4.23 - The Simulate tab of FVSOnline, where runs (i.e., the variant/Rx package combinations 
defined in BioSum) are crafted and simulated. 
 
Naming Runs 
How runs are named in FVS is extremely important for BioSum post-processing and must follow 
a specific naming convention, else you will incur errors when attempting to load FVS output data 
back into BioSum. The naming convention is as follows: 
 
FVSOUT_(variant)_P(Rx package #)-(cycle 1 treatment #)-(cycle 2 treatment #)-(cycle 3 
treatment #)-(cycle 4 treatment #) 
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A valid naming example would look like: FVSOUT_CA_P001-110-999-999-999 
Where CA refers to the CA variant, P001 refers to Rx package 001, 110 refers to a thin-from 
below treatment in cycle 1, and 999 refers to do nothing (grow-only) for the remaining cycles 2, 
3, and 4. 
 
Type the run title name under “Run title” and click the “Save” button. A new run has been added 
to your FVS project and is ready to have input data appended to it. To add stands to a run, select 
the desired variant from the “Variant” drop-down menu, ensuring “All_FIA_Conditions” from 
the Groups box is highlighted. All stands (conditions) associated with the selected variant will be 
populated into the Stands table. Highlight specific stands you want to import to the run and click 
the “Add selected stands” button. The specified stands will be added to the Run Contents table. 
You are now ready to craft and append FVS keywords to stands that simulate the Rx treatments 
associated with your FVS run. You will also need to append a basic set of BioSum-related 
keywords to maintain compatibility of the outputs with BioSum. 
 
Adding Keywords to Runs 
FVS keywords can be added to stands using two methods, (1) via GUI-guided command tables 
in the Components < Management, Modifiers, Event Monitor, Economic, and Keywords tabs or 
(2) via the Components <  Editor tab, which allows for free-form FVS keyword scripting. Before 
applying Rx-related keyword to scripts, ensure BioSum-related keywords are first appended via 
the Keyword Editor. Click on the Components < Editor tab and click the <Browse> button under 
the “Upload an existing Keyword component file (KCP), or Keyword component archive 
(FVS_kcps.Rdata) header. Navigate to and select the BioSum Keywords KCP file saved in your 
project directory: project/fvs/data/BioSum_Keywords.kcp, then give the Component Title a 
name (e.g., BioSum Parameters). The keyword component can be saved for later (useful when 
appending the same keyword script to many different runs) by clicking the <Save in component 
collection> button. The component can then be copied to all stands, by first ensuring all stands 
are highlighted from the Run Contents window, then clicking the <Save in run> button. 
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Figure 4.24 - Using the keyword editor to copy BioSum keywords to all stands for a single run. 
 
IMPORTANT: Specifying time correctly via select keywords is extremely important for 
BioSum post-processing, yet how it is specified will vary depending on the project, Rx packages, 
and whether POTFIRE tables are required. Consult the Strategies for Specifying FVS Cycles 
and Intervals section above, as well as the BioSum User Guide Appendix D and edit the 
“TIME: Number Of Cycles and Years Between Cycles” keywords as necessary. The default time 
parameterization found in the BioSum_Keywords.kcp file is set specifically to force matching 
pre/post-year values between POTFIRE and SUMMARY tables over a 40-year simulation. 
 
Full documentation regarding FVS keywords and parameterization can be referenced in the 
Keyword Reference Guide for the Forest Vegetation Simulator (Van Dyck and Smith-Mateja 
2000). FFE related keywords can be referenced in the Fire and Fuels Extension to the Forest 
Vegetation Simulator (Rebain 2010) 
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Specifying Output Tables 
For each run, you will need to specify what information (tables) are output by FVS. This can be 
done in one of two ways, 1) by editing Output Table Keywords in the BioSum-Keywords.kcp or 
2) using the FVSOnline GUI from the Select Outputs tab. BioSum requires the FVS_Cutlist 
table; the FVS_AtrtList, FVS_TreeList, and FVS_StrClass tables are also recommended for most 
analysts’ purposes. By default, the BioSum-Keywords.kcp script also includes the optional 
FVS_Potfire, FVS_BurnReport, FVS_Carbon, and FVS_Hrv_Carbon tables; these tables can be 
suppressed by deleting their associated keywords. Additional output tables can be specified from 
the FVSOnline GUI Select Outputs tab or coded as keywords. FVS output table keywords can be 
referenced in the User’s Guide to the Database Extension of the Forest Vegetation Simulator 
(Crookston 2003). Keep in mind that as more tables are selected for export, the larger the final 
FVS output file will be. This can drastically increase post-processing time spent in BioSum and 
occasionally lead to system memory issues when Access files become too large (e.g., >2gb). 
Thus, it is good practice to determine what tables (information) are needed for a BioSum analysis 
beforehand to prevent the export of unneeded tables and data. 
 

 
Fig 4.25 - Select Outputs tab in the FVSOnline interface. This tab can be used as an alternative method to 
Database keywords for specifying what output tables are written to the FVS output file for each run. For 
BioSum users, we recommend checking the boxes shown in the figure; users may choose to include other 
tables at their discretion. The checked outputs shown above are also hard-coded into the 
BioSum_Keywords.kcp file by default. 
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Accounting for costs of treatments that don’t result in harvested trees 
Owing to artifacts of BioSum’s lineage, the software was only designed to track treatment costs 
if the stand’s treatment generated harvested trees (i.e., that are written to the FVS_CUTLIST 
table). Sometimes, a treatment implemented in a given cycle may not result in trees being 
harvested—for example, when a prescribed fire occurs without accompanying mechanical 
treatment, or when a mechanical treatment and prescribed fire were intended as a pair of 
activities, but no trees met the criteria for harvest. If no trees are cut, then the additional per acre 
costs will not be applied, corrupting the BioSum results (you’d get the benefits of the prescribed 
fire in the FVS-FFE calculations of fire resistance, but without incurring the costs of 
implementing the prescribed fire).  
 
A workaround has been developed to address this issue in the form of KCP code that can be 
inserted into an FVS simulation, as in the following example, which sets an ACTIVITY flag in 
the FVS_Compute table that BioSum will recognize as signaling that a treatment occurred, even 
if no trees appear in the cutlist for that stand-treatment-cycle combination (comments are 
preceded with “!!”): 
 
!! The IF statement sets up the trigger for the treatment component.  
!! The number parameter after “IF” refers to the minimum  
!! number of years before the statement is revaluated. The statement  
!! will be evaluated every cycle. 
 
IF                 0  
 
!! The treatment component trigger, fully customizable. In this case,  
!! the trigger is Cycle = 1 
 
CYCLE EQ 1 
THEN 
!! This is where the user would insert keywords associated with  
!! a treatment component that incurs costs and doesn't explicitly  
!! involve cutting trees, (e.g., broadcast or pile burn).  
 
COMPUTE            0            
ACTIVITY = 1 
END 
ENDIF 
 
!! A value of 1 is written to the ACTIVITY field in the  
!! FVS_COMPUTE table for each stand and cycle where the treatment             
!! component was triggered. 
 
 
Executing Run Simulations 
Once a run is correctly named, has stands appended to it, and has Rx-related and BioSum related 
keywords appended to stands, the run is ready for simulation execution. Navigate to the *Run* 
tab. Ensure you save run parameters by clicking the Save button under the Selected Run 
dropdown menu. Optionally, give the run a Management ID (MgmtID) if desired. Runs can 
either be executed one at a time or batch processed. To run one at a time, ensure the “Wait for 
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run” radio button is selected and click the Save and Run button. To batch process, ensure the 
“Run in background” radio button is selected and click the Save and Run button.  
 

 
Figure 4.26 – Executing a grow-only Rx package for the CA variant from the *Run* tab of the 
FVSOnline interface. BioSum-related keywords have been appended to each stand via the keyword 
editor. 
 

 

 

Generating Base Year POTFIRE Databases 

If Potential Fire (POTFIRE) outputs are desired, base year POTFIRE databases, by variant, must 
be created and exported as FVS runs. If you are appending the default time parameters associated 
with the BioSum_Keywords.kcp to runs, you must complete this step. To complete, load all 
stands associated with a variant into a new run. The run must be properly named for BioSum 
post-processing. The naming convention is defined below: 
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FVSOUT_(variant)_POTFIRE_BaseYr 

A valid example would be: FVSOUT_CA_POTFIRE_BaseYr 

From your project directory (project/fvs/data/POTFIRE_Keywords.kcp), upload the POTFIRE 
keywords into your component collection library in the same manner as the 
BioSum_Keywords.kcp. Append the POTFIRE keywords to each stand in the run via the 
Keyword Editor. Once POTFIRE keywords have been appended to all stands, execute the 
simulation from the *Run* tab. Complete these steps for each variant associated with a project so 
that there is a POTFIRE base year FVS run for each variant. 

Exporting Output Data 

Once all FVS runs (Rx package and variant combinations; POTFIRE base year and variant 
combinations) in a project have been simulated, the user is ready to export the FVS output data 
that will be loaded into BioSum. Navigate to the Manage Projects < Downloads tab and click the 
“Output data base (.db, all runs)” button. Navigate to the project/fvs/data folder of your BioSum 
project. The output file must be named “FVSOut” and be saved in the project/fvs/data folder. 
Click save. 

 

Fig 4.27 - Location of the “Output data base (.db, all runs)” button used to export the FVS output file and 
location where the FVSOut.db file must be saved within the BioSum project directory. 
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FVS Output Data 
The last task in the BioSum’s FVS module reformat FVS output as input to the 
BioSum Processor and Treatment Optimizer modules.  The “cut list” data (list of 
trees harvested in management operations) are used to calculate potentially 
available biomass and merchantable wood volume and value, and costs of 
implementing treatment packages; the other FVS outputs provide pre- and post- 
treatment stand attributes that can be a basis for evaluating management 
effectiveness. With the project open in BioSum Manager: 

1. Click <FVS> on the left side-bar, then <Create FVSOUT MDBs >. 
2. From the newly opened FVS: Create MDBs window, click the Create 

MDBs button. This process will write data from the single FVSOut.db file 
produced in the previous section into many .mdb (Access) databases. A 
.mdb database will be written and populated with data from each run 
executed in FVSOnline. Databases are stored in the project/fvs/data/variant 
subfolders. If this process has already been run previously in a project, 
databases will be overwritten rather than appended, preventing duplication 
of outputs. The process may take 1-30 minutes to complete, depending on 
the size of a project (i.e., number of Rx packages, variants, and stands). 
The dialog box will actively track execution of SQL statements used to write databases; 
you may close the window when the dialog box displays “Done”.  
 

 
Figure 4.28 - The Create FVSOUT MDBs window in the BioSum interface with completed 
processing shown in the dialog box. 
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3. Next, click the <FVS Output Data > button from the left side of the BioSum interface. 
4. The Join and Append FVS Out Data window opens, showing a list of all variant/Rx 

package combinations that have been modeled in FVS, similar to the window displayed 
when creating FVS input files. Additional information is also provided (viewable by 
scrolling to the right), such as the output database file name, Rx package specifics, 
whether the file was successfully found, and the number of records in the FVS summary, 
cut tree, standing tree, and potential fire tables. 

 
Figure 4.29 – Join and Append FVS Out Data window.  Displays a list of all variant and package 
combinations.  
 

5. Manually select output databases to be appended or click <Check All> to select all 
variant/Rx package combinations.  

6. To append FVS output into a dataset that can be used by BioSum Processor, four steps 
must be completed:  

I. First, select <Define PRE/POST Table SeqNum> to open a dialog for selecting 
the FVS cycles, referenced by their sequence numbers (position in the FVS output 
tables), that will be used to represent pre and post treatment values for up to 4 
BioSum cycles. WARNING: The coding for this dialog is currently in transition 
and there are interface elements that it is strongly recommended to avoid. These 
include “Assign Default”, “Assign/Remove Packages”, and “SeqNum 
Assignments”. Four tables will show as options for redefining sequence numbers: 
SUMMARY, CUTLIST, STRCLASS and POTFIRE.  

a) First, select the table for which pre- and post- year sequence 
number assignments need to be defined or edited, then click <Edit>.  For 
each BioSum cycle, select the sequence number that matches the pre and 
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post-treatment year. Do this for the first three tables, clicking <Done> to 
save changes.  

b) If FFE POTFIRE variable outputs are required and the modified 
cycle pattern is being used, which will be true if using the default 
BioSum_Keywords.kcp, a customized pre/post sequence number 
assignment will be vital to achieving correct designation of pre- and post-
treatment year. See Appendix D in this User Guide for recommended 
sequence number assignments to ensure that pre/post-year values 
correspond between POTFIRE and other FVS output tables such as 
SUMMARY.  Simply select a table, click <Edit> and enter the suggested 
sequence number assignments for each cycle.  Click <Done> to save 
changes.  

c) To use an alternate customized sequence number assignment 
scheme, just select a table, click <Edit> and use the drop down menus to 
assign sequence numbers for each cycle.  Sequence number assignments 
can be displayed via the <View Sequence Number Assignments> button. 
Navigate to the project FVS folder, and select an output FVS database.  
This window contains three tables.    

1. FVS table CURRENT PREPOST SEQNUM ASSIGNMENTS:  
Current pre-post cycle assignments based on SeqNum Definition 
for the FVS table being edited.  

2. FVS table with FVS table RowCounts: SeqNum assignments and 
row counts.  

3. FVS table: Sequence number assignments for the FVS output 
table.  

  
Figure 4.30 – View Sequence number assignments before committing. 

d) Close window, saving changes.  
II. Next, select <Pre-processing Audit Check> to run an audit on the output 

databases. During this audit each table in the FVS output is analyzed and PRE and 
POST year is assigned to each cycle.  The analysis is written to several tables with 
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the table name format of audit_pre_post_rx_year_fvsoutputtablename.  
Additionally, the data from the FVS_summary table is analyzed to determine if 
the year in the table is represented in the other tables.  
If BioSum detects an error or inconsistency in the data, a pop-up window will 
appear.  If there are errors not significant enough to affect processing, the audit 
will pass with a warning.  It is up to the user to determine if warnings require 
action.   More significant errors will return a failed audit result.  The user must 
address the specified error before continuing. Packages that don’t contain 
mechanical thinning (such as a grow-only simulation) and therefore do not 
contain a CUTLIST, will receive a message asking if you want to continue 
without a cutlist.  Select  <Yes> to continue. Packages without a CUTLIST will 
technically fail the audit, but if other issues aren’t present in the audit results log, 
the audit is functionally successful. 

 
Figure 4.31 – Cutlist error message. 

III. After a successful audit, press the <Append FVS Output Data> button. It is 
during this stage that FVS output files are formatted for BioSum use and 
POTFIRE base year values are appended to package specific FVS database tables.  
See FVS Data Append Process later in this section for more detail.  

IV. When complete, run a <Post-Processing Audit Check> to ensure all necessary 
data are present and formatted correctly. If errors exist, evaluate and rectify before 
moving on to the Processor module. 
 

FVS Data Append Process 
POTFIRE Base Year Append 
When the Base Year POTFIRE record is assigned as the Cycle 1 value in the Pre-Post Sequence 
Number Definition window, the process that occurs is relatively straightforward.  It is perhaps 
most important to note that 1 year is added (YEAR + 1) to every record in the standard FVS 
POTFIRE table.  As mentioned previously, values in the POTFIRE report are produced after any 
harvest or salvage operations scheduled for each year, but before any prescribed fires (Rebain 
2010).  However, stand records in the FVS SUMMARY table are produced before any harvest or 
salvage operations scheduled for that year.  By adding +1 year to the POTFIRE records, and then 
appending base year values, it is possible to synchronize output for the POTFIRE table and other 
tables, such as SUMMARY.  

Busby, Sebastian - FS, PORTLAND, OR
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Data Append Process 
As part of the FVS output task, pre\post record values for all FVS output tables (except the 
atrList, treeList, and cutList tables) are appended to tables in the 
fvs\db\biosum_fvsout_prepost_rx.mdb file.  For example, pretreatment SUMMARY records are 
written to PRE_FVS_SUMMARY table and post treatment records to POST_FVS_SUMMARY 
table based on the sequence number assignments selected in the previous steps.  The BioSum 
Optimizer module then uses these tables to define treatment effectiveness.   

Biomass and volume of the trees specified as harvested in the FVS cutList table are calculated 
using regional and species specific formulas.  This process runs within Java.  BioSum updates 
the fvs\data\ variant\BiosumCalc\variant_pkg_TREE_CUTLIST.mdb tree table with the 
calculated volumes and biomass.   Calculated volumes and biomass are written to the 
VOLCFNET, VOLCFGRS, VOLCSGRS, DRYBIOM, and DRYBIOT columns. These values 
are used to calculate harvest value and costs in BioSum Processor.  

The steps that occur when the user appends FVS output are:  
1. Append FVS Out non-tree table records to tables in 

fvs\db\biosum_fvsout_prepost_rx.mdb file. 
2. Append FVS Out cutList table records to fvs\data\treelists\variant_tree_cutlist.mdb 
3. Calculate volumes and biomass using Java. 
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